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ACCUBID CUSTOMIZED CLASSIC DATABASE
One (1) Customized Trimble MEP ACCUBID database to be used with Classic ACCUBID estimating software. The database
has been customized from its original version from the manufacturer.
The database has over 1,600 hours of customization. Most the work has been done in the following libraries:





Common Assemblies
Fixtures
Distribution
Ducts & Trays






Branch Conduit & Wire
Feeder Conduit & Wire
Feeder Cable
Branch Cable

There are libraries in the database that are still a work in progress. But I believe the above areas are where approximately
90% of the take-off is done.

Here is a comparison of the Trimble database and Estimating 101 database:

Database

Items

Assemblies

Categories

Trimble MEP

40,017

12,649

4,024

Estimating 101

45,199

39,413

7,874

Database Terms & Conditions
1.

The database is a work in progress. I continue to modify the libraries on a regular basis and you will be entitled to all future
updates at no additional costs. Any changes made by the contractor in the database will be overwritten by future updates.
However, you can take control of your database at any time and this is recommended.

2.

The database will be delivered via email in a zip file. I will assist you if you desire to place the database in your program and
assure you that it is functional.

3.

All labor units in database are Trimble default values. I have added labor to selected NECA 1, 2, 3 labor columns where no
labor value existed. ACCUBID Systems philosophy was not to add NECA labor where the NECA Labor Unit Manual had no
labor value associated with the item. I accept no responsibility for the labor units in the database. The database is accepted
“AS IS.”

4.

Material pricing is the responsibility of the contractor. It is recommended that the contractor obtain an account with Trade
Service for list and supplierlink pricing.

5.

The database can not be shared with or sold to other contractors.

6.

Eight (8) hours of custom database modifications or online training on ACCUBID products.

Price available after demo via Webx online meeting. The online demo takes approximately 2 hours to see the best
features of the database. To schedule a demo, please contact Don either by phone at 905-941-1611or email at
don@electricalestimating101.com

